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The study of music originated from the effort to prepare 
children to understand better and enjoy music as a whole. Through the 
teaching of music in Fidelity Elementary School, the children are show­
ing an unusual gift for music through music reading, interpretation, 
creative expressions, rhythmic development, dramatization, mood sing­
ing, and music notation. 
The course of study in music is to begin with the whole, 
living, experiencing child growing in a rising spiral of enriching ex­
periences. Music is not a marginal phenomenon; nor is it intelligible 
to only the gifted few; it is rather an approach to human experience 
that is open to all. 
All school children possess the capacity for 
learning music, proving the desirability of pro­
viding opportunity as a part of the general educa­
tion program. * 
The music program of Fidelity Elementary School is planned 
for every child in the school to learn to read some phase of music, be­
cause music is the key to an understanding of its treasures. Music 
will play an important part in the cultural pattern of the future of 
the child. 
1 Cella Perkins, How to Teach Music to Children, Hall and 
McCreary Company 19i|0. Chicago. P. Ul. 
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A. PURPOSE OF 1HE STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to present an analysis of the 
music program of the Fidelity Elementary School, Houston, Texas, with 
the intention of showing the possibility of using music to contribute 
to the fullest cultural development of school children, 
the right to explore and develop hie capacities in the field of music in 
Every child has 
such ways as may bring him happiness and a sense of well being, stimu­
late his imagination, and stir his creative activities. Through the 
music program every child will have the opportunity to make music through 
being guided and instructed in singing, in playing instruments both 
alone and with others, so far as his powers and interest permit. 
Today, as the writer sees it, everything must contribute to 
making a child a part of the democratic way of life. The child must be 
able, as he grows, to take his place in the life of the community cul-
Music is one of the great aids turally, emotionally, and vocationally, 
to his cultural growth and development for good community living. 
Music material is presented in the Fidelity Elementary School 
which, by its depths, intensity, and elevation,as well as its revelation 
of a buoyant spirit, shall produce significant reactions in our young 
people, reactions which contribute to the total development of the child. 
The program aims to give boys and girls the chance to develop 
their special interests as a part of their school work. This is being 
made possible by eliminating study periods, and by using the time to 
devote one third of the daily class periods, three out of nine, to 
music. 
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B. THE PROBLEM OF THE STUDY 
Before the addition of a music teacher to the Fidelity 
Elementary School, music in the school consisted entirely of group 
singing. The group composed children who showed the best musical 
Most of the children who loved to sing but could talent in the school. 
not carry a tune correctly were not permitted to participate in the 
singing. Consequently, these children received no musical training. 
Thus it is safe to say that the majority of the students in the Fidelity 
Elementary School received no musical training. 
Music was looked upon in the school as an accomplishment for 
the talented, and study was confined to those who displayed unusual 
Because of the crowded conditions ability or taste in that direction, 
and the lack of teachers as well as because of the inadequacy of room 
space, very little time was given to music teaching aid choral prac-
The music was taught in the school library, a room too small for 
the numbers of students who wanted to study music. 
The conditions described in the foregoing paragraphs prevailed 
Then the writer came to the position of teacher of music in the Fidelity 
Elementary School. 
need for a reorganized program which would take into consideration every 
Therefore, she set to work to set up in the curriculum 
a program whose aim Is to make possible an opportunity for every child to 
participate in the music activities of the Fidelity Elementary School. 
tice. 
At once it was apparent to her that there was great 
child in the school. 
u 
C. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
The significance of this study is based primarily upon 
the child's interest in the music program. The child's interest mill 
eventually become crystallized in certain areas so that a part of the 
music curriculum mill become more permanent. This is true in the 
upper grades, for there is almays a demand for theory, literature, or 
music history. Such activities grow out of the special needs mhich 
mill evolve from time to time. 
Ifusic must be concerned with the development of the mhole 
child, the active, growing, thinking, and emotional child. The 
writer attempts to make the musical experience vital, with some sig­
nificant depth of meaning to the child throughout his school career. 
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CHAPTER II 
Historical Background of Fidelity Elementary School 
Fidelity Elementary School of Harris County, Houston, 'Texas, 
is located in the south east section of the city, between Galena Park 
and Clinton Park. Fidelity is an all-Negro settlement, with a popula­
tion of approximately twelve hundred. This community was opened up for 
Negroes in 1928. The school system has been in operation far twenty 
years. 
The music program of the school has been in existence since 
19U5. Prior to that time music was handled by the four regular teachers. 
One of the teachers had a little training in music, but not enough to 
This particular teacher was unable to teach any plan a music program. 
music subjects because of a heavy schedule of other subjects, 
had the time, she would teach singing in order to carry on some type of 
When she 
music in the curriculum. 
In 19U7, six teachers were added to the staff, making a total 
of ten. One of the added teachers was a music teacher. In 19U8 and 19U9 
the music activities began to create interest and enthusiasm among the -
teachers, the children, and their parents. 
The writer plans to enrich human life in this community by 
making music mare easily available to all. 
iaing, for during the school year of 19U9-1950 several musical instruments 
These instruments were a piano, a xylophone, and two 
rhythm band sets consisting of forty—eight pieces each. 




GENERAL SURVEY OF MUSIC OBJECTIVES AND MUSICAL 
ACTIVITIES IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
The cultivation of a genuine appreciation and understanding of 
good music is one of the primary objectives of music in the school* The 
objectives are most successfully achieved through the childfs participa-
The music objectives nhich should tion and progress in the music program. 
be established in all elementary schools arei 
1. Ability to make music a vital part of the educative 
program* 
2* To provide a wealth of enjoyable, cultural and social 
experience* 
3* To provide another means of intellectual, emotional, and 
spiritual expression, making music a definite factor in 
the development of emotional maturity and desirable per­
sonality* 
lu To assist in the development of appreciation of music, 
through active participation and the cultivation of a 
better musical understanding. 
5* To help the school to exert a desirable moral and spiritual 
influence over the students as well as the community. 
6* To encourage music as an avocation, and as a means of 
spending leisure time. 
7. To serve as a strong connecting link between the school, 
the home, and the community* 
8. Above all, to cultivate within the individual a singing 
spirit* Dewey states that: 
7 
The music program will be greatly enhanced 
if the objectives are at all times kept in mind 
and made a successful factor in the program. * 
John Dewey, Outline of Music Education, Music Educators 
St. Louis, April, 19E>CU P. 20. Conference, 
8 
CHAPTER 17 
THE REORGANIZATION OF THE MUSIC PROGRAM 
The music program was reorganized at the Fidelity Elementary 
School to aid the music teacher in formulating a consistent program 
which will assure the most effective use of the time given to music* 
A. MUSIC READING 
Music reading now is taught to the children of fidelity from 
the first through the eighth grades* The first two years are devoted 
to le aiming songs by rote. The important power in reading depends upon 
recognition and rhythmic patterns rather than upon tonal pattern* The 
rhythmic patterns are thoroughly understood before the phrase work be­
gins. The first music reading used was the Observation Song. The song 
is one which the children already know by rote* 
All children are taught to read music* Music reading is not 
different from the reading of English or foreign language. It is an af­
fair of transforming conventional visual symbols into sense* 
The child who does not learn to read at least simple music is 
missing something important* Music reading is a new experience for 
Music reading in the primary grade is a record of songs learned by him. 
In the intermediate grades the score becomes a means for new ex-rote. 
It is in the fourth grade that the class is first asked to periences* 
read a song independently* 
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
The specific music objectives of the Fidelity Elementary 
School mere set up as follows: 
1. To produce a definite enjoyment on the part of the 
majority of children in producing true, beautiful 
tone, together with ability to sing in tune. 
2. To stimulate in the child an interest in and appre­
ciation of music reading. 
3. To allow the children to approach the notation of 
music through the analysis of a song. 
To teach the syllables by rote. 




To provide increased opportunities for participation 
in music through the promotion of musical organizations 
in the community such as municipal bands, or orchestras, 
and to encourage singers to participate in community and 
6. 
church choirs and choruses. 
10 
ROTE SINGING AND PHRASING 
Rote singing is very important in the early years of the child 
In teaching as a means of getting him to participate actively in music* 
rote singing the most important steps are: 
1. To select songs that are short with easy intervals 
within the treble clef. 
2. To have the teacher sing the song in a light voice 
very true to pitch several times. 
3* To have the children sing in a light voice the entire 
song along with the teacher. 
To have the child that does not hear well to sing the U. 
phrase alone. 
5« To let the child who sings well sing to the non-singer, 
and in turn to let the non-singer imitate what he heard. 
6. To begin the learning of another song right away, with­
out waiting until the first one is learned. 
In teaching the rote song, several steps are necessary to work 
from. They are: 
1. The teacher and children discuss the time and key sig­
natures of the song. 
2. The blackboard is used to make exact meanings. 
3, Hand claps are used to show the rhythm of the song. 
U. The children sing the song with neutral syllables 
(loo, numbers (1358) or sol—fa syllables. Children 
sing the wards of the song. 
The phrasing of the song comes immediately after the theory has 
been completed. The steps in phrasing are: 
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la The teacher sings the song several times for the class* 
2* The teacher sings the first phrase (class repeats). 
3a The teacher combines the phrases (class repeats again). 
This type of work is continued until the song is learned. 
TECHNIQUE USED IN ROTE SINGING 
1* Select songs that are short. 
2* Put songs on the board. 
3* Teacher: Sing syllables to the song. 
U. Class: Sings the syllables also. 
5a Analyze the structure of the melody. 
6. Introduce notation. 
In preparing rote singing, Wheeler says, 
It is the point in the field of action, 
toward which activity must take place if it occurs. 
Proof of this lies in the fact that no learning 
takes place until a goal is perceived. 1 
There are two methods of teaching rote songs: 
1. The whole song method. 
2. The phrase method. 
The writer always uses the whole song method because it is better for 
simple songs. The phrase is for the longer and difficult ones. The 
The following steps are children are not ready for the difficult songs. 
taken with the rote songs. 
1. The children are taught to motivate the song through 
the use of pictures, stories, or questions. 
2. The children are asked questions as to their under­
standing and enjoyment of the songs. 
^ John Wheeler, Principles of Mental Development, Thomas Crowell 
Company 1932. New York. P. 23» 
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3. Sing the song again and again. 
U. The children then sing the whole song. 
5. Then the song is sung by phrase. 
The children from the first through the eighth grades are given oppor­
tunities to learn to sing songs by rote, Kwalwasser states* 
No sight reading should be attempted until grade 
four and from that point on used sparingly, and at no 
time in the elementary school should it be demanded of 
all pupils. 1 
Rote singing is taught in the first grade in Fidelity School, 
and the children are able to grasp the instructions very well. They learn 
In this way, to read directly from the staff with the aid of the piano. 
the children quickly learn the tone value of each position on the staff 
This is done by reading the songs they are very with sharps or flats. 
familiar with. 
As soon as the children are able to sing songs by rote they be­
come acquainted with notation of music through the analysis of songs. 
PART SINGING 
Part singing usually begins in the fifth grade, but it is taught 
to children in the third and fourth grades in Fidelity School. 
TECHNIQUE USED 
1. *he entire group is taught to sustain intervals. 
2. Intervals are placed on the blackboard. 
3. The class is divided into two groups. 
U« The keys of C, G, and D are used until the group is 
ready to sing. 
Jacob Kwalwasser, Tests and Measurements in Music, C. C. 
Birchard and Company, 1932. Boston. ?• 11*6. 
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5. Entire group sings both intervals. 
6. One part of the group then sings the lcwrer note and 
another part sings the upper note. Both notes are 
sustained. Both tones are held until the intervals are 
pure and beautiful. 
7. A tsn-ainute drill is given on intervals twice a week. 
When the children are able to understand many things about the 
way music goes and sounds, notation is introduced: 
The staff is drawn on the board, 
a. Lines and spaces. 
1. 
2. Clef signs are taught: 6 and F clefs. 
3. The children are taught to make the signs correctly. 
lu Nine key signatures are taught to the fifth, sixth, 
The signatures are C, G, B, A, 
The keys are taught 
seventh, and eighth. 
E, F, B flat, E flat, and A flat, 
as written, one at a time. 
The names of the notes and how each is written are 5. 
taught. 
The notes are then made by the children, 
a. Measure study. 
6. 
B. SINGING ACTIVITIES 
Grades Five through Eight 
singing classes are held in the morning because the 
children are full of life, have plenty of spirit, and are very eager to 
There are four steps the children are taught to remember, namely: sing. 
1. To sing lightly. 
20 To listen to their singing to make sure of tone 
quality and correct intonation. 
1U 
3« To select songs that are correct In range so that 
the tones are produced naturally. 
U« To correct postural habits both in sitting and In 
standing. 
1'he small children's singing program is held twice a week. 
They sing daring the first class period in the morning. The singing 
period is used to train the small children to appreciate music and to 
make lovely true tones in singing. An operetta is given at the end of 
the school term. This particular program has great influence on the 
children's interest in music, and on the parents' attitude on the music 
program in Fidelity Elementary School. 
SONGS USED IN SINGING ACTIVITIES 
Grades One, Two, and Threet 
1. Shoo Fly, Don't Bother Me 
2. Baa, Baa, Black Sheep 
3. Wind, Wind The Bobbin 
lw Mary had a Little Lamb. 
5. Mulberry Bush 
6. I "ash My Hands this Morning 
7. Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star 
Grades Four and Five 
1. I'm Forever ELowing Bubbles 
2. Lullaby Songs 
3. Down by the Old Mill Stream 
U. Walking Two by Two 
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Grades Six to Eight 
1* Climbing Jacob's Ladder 
2. Go Down, Hoses 
3. Carry He Back to Old Virginny 
U. Deep River 
5. Swing Low 
6. Walking at Night 
7o Now is the Hour 
8 That Lucky Old Sun 
9 Trees 
10 Star Spangled Banner 
11 America, The Beautiful 
12 America 
In the Coal Mine 13 
It is the divine right of a child to be happy. He finds expres­
sion of this happiness almost from infancy in singing. A child will use 
his voice regardless of cultivation. He will sing, and if he isn't taught 
to sing, he will sing incorrectly. 
Every child in Fidelity School is being taught the correct use 
of the voice in singing. Teaching the children the correct use of the 
voice in singing today will insure finer voices in the men and women of 
tomorrow. 
The children are taugit to sing in soft sweet tones, the tones 
of the head voice. They are never to sing loudly. This merely spoils 
the beauty of their work. Good breathing and breath control play an im­
portant part in this study. The children stand correctly on both feet 
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while singing, giving correct respiration, right control of outgoing 
breath, and correct formation of the vowels. 
Most of the older children in the school sing very well. They 
sing in their choirs every Sunday. 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
1. To give each child an opportunity to participate in 
singing. 
2. To select songs within the child's ability and age 
level. 
3. To use songs of experience that the child has had. 
U. To teach each individual child to carry a tune. 
5. To give abundant opportunity for song singing, and 
to make singing so attractive that all the children 
in the group will want to take part in the activity. 
There are a number of children in the school who are unable to 
carry a tune (especially the boys), 
away from the low tones, regardless of the number of times they are told 
to sing in tune. 
Many of than cannot get their voices 
As a result, each child who does not carry a tune cor­
rectly is seated by a child who is able to sing. This procedure is a 
stimulant to the non-singer. 
In order to help the children motivate their singing voices, 
The drill is held ten minutes the writer established an imitating drill. 
This drill is for all the children in-before the class work begins. 
terested in singing. The drill requires the followingt 
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1» To teach how to prolong the rowels, using a singing 
tone instead of a speaking tone* 
2* To sound a note on the piano, and the group sings the 
tone* 
3® To gire a musical call after which each child answers 
the call with the same pitch* 
VOICE CCMPASS 
The children in the early grades can sing as high as the 
teacher desires* The range of the children's voices is from middle C 
up to second line G. The procedure used in the voice compass ist 
1* The children sing the ascending scale middle C, D, E, 
and F. The boys (unchanged) sing the same pitch. 
2. The changed voices sing from E above middle C, down to 
the first G, below middle G. 
3* The children sing the scale, using the syllables do, mi, 
sol, do, the first time, and 1-3-5-8 the second time. 
This procedure is used in ascending and descending order* This type of 
work is known as voice testing. The children enjoy singing in their cor­
rect range0 
TONAL MEMORY 
When children enter the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades, they 
are old enough to recognize their problem. They are given a technique 
to help themselves. The test given is: 
1. Sensory impression, one tone if he can sing it. 
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2* Hear the one tone again* 
3. Reproduce the imaged sense impression with the voice. 
If the child is not able to hear the tone mentally, 
there is a slackness and lack of energy that does not 
focus the ear into action. 
In order to hear and produce good tones, one must hare an idea 
of a good tone, and one must listen to one's own tone production so as to 
know whether it measures up to these ideals* 
This test is given from the piano* The school does not own a 
recording machine. A machine is to be purchased this coming school year* 
C. RHYTHMIC ACTIVITIES 
The child's sense of rhythm should go hand and hand with singing 
and playing activities connected with school work. Every normal child has 
rhythmic responsesj however, some children need a great deal of encourage­
ment and help from the teacher in the development of nHnHwum responses* 
It is a fact that rhythmic sense is usually better developed when the child 
enters school than is the singing voice. The two should complement each 
other* 
The simplest kind of rhythmic response in the Fidelity School 
is taught by clapping to the rhythm of waltzes, marches, and other simple 
rhythmic structures. Cella Perkins states} 
Rhythm gives shape and significance to music. It 
is also a carrier wave of music keeping it alive, 
and giving it a flow of intelligible meaning* 
Since rhythm is a physical experience, it must be 
felt where nothing can break it in the body. ̂  
1 Cella Perkins, oj>. cit«, pp. 376-378. 
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In the primary grades the children are sometimes allowed to 
make their own free movements of things familiar to them* Such ac­
tivities as the chug-chug of a locomotive and the movements of pumping 
provide enjoyable experiences from which they quickly learn to inter­
pret various rhythms. 
Since rhythm primarily is an inner motion rather than an outer 
motion, movements can be perceived in whole or by details. The whole is 
grasped first to make any understanding possible. 
The first and simplest level in the rhythmic experience taught 
is the beat. Experiencing the beat is a physical matter. The children 
have fun in experiencing the rhythm of the beats by tapping with their 
hands or feet. Several songs are used in tracing the body response back 
to the impulse which is the source of the action in the class. Time and 
speed are the most important elements in the beat. Without these two 
elements, there is no rhythm nor music. 
In Fidelity School the training of rhythmic sense has a highly 
important educational influence upon the child's mind as well as upon 
his body, because the writer's study of the problem forces the belief that 
almost every child has something in him that stimulates him to respond 
However, some of the physically to the rhythm of the music heard or sung, 
children are found to be unrhythmic or cannot get the feeling of rhythm 
until after several lessons in rhythm training. 
Rhythm training is taught in folk dances. The children are 
taught how to participate in dancing with grace, which includes the working 
of the brain and body together. 
Rhythm becomes natural in dancing. The children are able to 
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keep correct tine with the music without giving a thought to the movement 
of their arms or stepping the rhythm patterns with their feet. 
In order to get results from rhythm training, the children are 
taught to concentrate upon the music heard or sung. 
The rhythm band serves as another aid in rhythm training. It 
is used to aid the small children in their rhythmic responses. Fidelity 
has two rhythm bands, the primary band and the junior band. The rhythm 
bands are composed of small children, each with a percussion instrument. 
With the instruments they are taught to beat the rhythm which 
they feel in certain pieces of music. In the band all children take 
turns in playing all instruments. From each band a conductor is selected. 
The conductors are taught how to give signals far attacks and releases. 
As a result of practicing in the bands, the children learn to 
discriminate tone quality, beat correct rhythm, and play every instru­
ment in the band. 
Developing an accurate sense of rhythm, therefore, is one of the 
most important elements in training the music student. A student will 
always practice with more interest and conscientiousness if he has logical 
reasons for the method he is told to use to obtain his objectives. 
Rhythm is taught as a matter of feeling rather than knowledge. 
This is proven by the actions to the music of persons who have no 
musical training. The children are able to beat or tap out rhythm with­
out knowing anything of time signature, note value or measures. This 
showed that music arouses their rhythmical feeling. Of course, there 
are a few children without a sense of rhythm. Being aware of this fact, 
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the children are taught to act as though they have rhythm. Once they 
tap out the rhythm and count each tap, they are able to feel the rhythm. 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
The specific objectives are: 
1. To develop in the child the ability to interpret the mood, mean­
ing, and the motion of the music with large bodily motions. 
2. To develop the ability to interpret rhythm through dramatization 
of singing games and plays. 
During the class period the children are taught rhythm through 
note value, dancing, and physical education. 
METHOD USED FOR RHYTHM RESPONSES 
The children walk one step on the first 
count, then stand while counting out the 
other three beats. 
The children make one step on the first 
1. A whole note 
O 
2. A half note 
beat and bow on the second beat. 
The children walk one step, counting as they 3. A quarter note 
J stop. 
The children run two notes before counting the 
first beat. The eighth notes will not be as 
fast as the sixteenth notes. 
(Running note) 
The children mm four notes before counting 
U« An eigith note 
J 
5. A sixteenth note 
J* the first note. 
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RHYTHM IN MARCHING 
The marching period is held twice a week. Several marches 
are taugit in time. Below is a list of marches and drills used during 
the school term. 
1. March of the Tin Soldiers 
2. Military March 
3. March of the Animals 
U* Indian Drill 
5. Flag Drill 
The military march is taught out on the campus, and the other 
drills and marches are taught inside the building. 
FOLK DANCES AND OTHER DANCES USED 
Folk dancing is taught to the children in the unit on Folk 
Music. The following dances are used for rhythmic responses. 
1. Pop Goes the Weasel 
2. Heel and Toe 
3. The Irish Washer Woman 
U* Broom Dance 
5. Old Brass Wagon 
6. Hop Polka 
Swannee River Clog 7. 
Virginia Reel 8. 
9. Square Dance 
The Kerry Dance 10. 
Skip to My Lou 11. 
Polka 12. 
13. The Weegis Dance 
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The dances are chosen from the list according to grade level. 
The dances mentioned above are used in the Spring Festival program 
every two years. In the progran the children are given a chance to 
show the different types of dances learned during the school year. In 
the dance class,the writer wishes to say that the children are dressed 
in play clothes or other costumes as the dance calls for them. 
D. LISTENING ACTIVITIES 
Listening experiences are not confined to a certain day in 
the week, but are a part of the school activities. Every music lesson 
is a listening lesson. Children have a real urge to express themselves 
musically. Listening should be spontaneously enjoyable and should re­
sult in musical growth. 
Listening is the most important method of learning to ap­
preciate music. In the listening activities the phonograph or piano 
plays an important part, for by means of the instrument they hear beauti­
ful voices of various kinds as well as the sounds of different instru­
ments so that the children soon come to know what they are simply by 
listening. 
There is no phonograph machine in Fidelity School. The 
writer uses her own player and records for the listening hour. The 
school board will purchase a phonograph with a variety of records 
for the coming school year. Thompson states: 
In music teaching the first concern is not only 
with the music, but with its influence on the 
child. If music is to play an important part in 
the life of the child, it should be woven into 
various activities of the child's daily experience.1 
1 Carl Thompson, Keys to Teaching Elementary School Music, 
Paul A. Schmitt Music Company, 1$H9~ P. 271. 
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There is only one way to learn and to like and understand 
good music and that is to hear it, and hear it often, 
school will purchase a phonograph it is necessary to establish a record 
Now that the 
library. The children are anxious to help select the records to put in 
the library. They have started selecting records by choosing those they 
know and love. Care is being exercised to choose only those compositions 
The list of records that will continue to sound fresh after rehearing. 
selected are: 
Martin Luther 
A Mikity Fortress is Our God 
Tschaikovsky 
1. None But the Lonely Heart, Op. 6, No. 6 
2. Andante Caatabile (from Quartet No. I in D Major), Op. II 
3. Waltz of the Flowers (from The Nutcracker Suite), Op. 71a 
Bizet, Georges 
1. Gypsy Song (from "Carmen*) 
2. Flower Song (from "Carmen") 
Brahms 
Wiegenlied, Op. k9, No. U 
Debussy 
Clair de Lune 
Spirituals 
Fritz Kreisler's 
Go Down, Moses 
Seme times I Feel Like a Moiherless Child 
Joshua Fit de Battle of Jericho 
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Gershwin 








Ave Maria (vocal) 
Rossini 
William Tell Overture 
The pupils in Fidelity School today have many more advantages 
and opportunities than did those of thirty or forty years ago because 
they can hear and see musical activities that the other children were not 
able to hear and see* 
The listening activities in this school are taugit to educate 
the children in classic music instead of jazz. Today the children are 
growing fonder of symphonic music and operas* As a result several 
musical programs are held at the school each year in order to stimulate 
the children's interest in listening to music. 
During the past two years the children were able to hear the 
Houston Symphony Orchestra during the Spring Music Festival. Since they 
have heard the orchestra, they look forward to visiting the Music Festival 
each year. The Music Department does not have a well equipped recording 
library. However, the selections played by the orchestra were not entirely 
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new to the children, since they had had come listening experience, 
the writer was able to provide listening material for the children in the 
classics they had heard so that when the time comes that they shall have 
Later, 
unlimited opportunities to hear good music, each child will appreciate 
listening—because he has heard the music and because some of his experience 
with music has been gained through playing some type of instrument. 
UNITS FOR UPPER GRADES 
I. Negro Music in America 





The writer has several recordings by Marian Anderson and Paul 
Robeson. 
II. Folk Music and Nationalism 
Great Britain A* 
Drink to Me Only With Thine Eyes 
Coming Through the Rye 
Pomp and Circumstance 
America B. 
Rhapsody in Blue - Gershwin 
01' Man River - Jerome Kern 
C. Austria 
Ave Maria - Schubert 
The writer attempted to arouse the interest of her pupils by 
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showing pictures of the Negro engaged in a number of activities such as 
their work songs, Spirituals, and the happy songs* 
The main idea of listening activities is to develop each pupil 
in each grade to the limit of his capacity by correlative work, such as 
visits to symphony orchestras and a full supply of suitable records. 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
The specific objectives aret 
1* To give understanding of the Negro and his contributions to 
music* 
2* To create a feeling of friendliness between the black and 
white races. 
3. To appreciate many Negro spirituals, and to learn how they 
came to be written. 
U. To arouse in the pupils interest in Negro music by showing 
pictures of the Negro engaged in a variety of activities. 
5. To give practice in apprehending the moods of various musical 
compositions. 
6. To induce quiet attention to beautiful music with no thought of 
analyses of any kind; simply the enjoyment of music because it 
is beautiful. 
During our listening program the Junior Higfr School Band 
and dee Club of Qalena Park (white), came to Fidelity Elementary 
School and rendered several numbers. The program was enjoyed by all, 
They were able to see and and many children were inspired deeply. 
hear most of the instruments and the part singing about which they 
had studied. The band director introduced each family of instruments 
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by haying each group to stand. From this program the children were 
able to choose the instruments they wish to play in the band this 
school term. 
%ere should be much listening to good music so that the 
musical masterpieces can be understood and appreciated. When the class 
comes into hear different compositions the following procedure is entered 
into: 
1. The teacher tells something of interest about the 
composer and music. 
2. Before listening to a recording, a characteristic 
theme from the composition is sung or played to the 
children. 
3. The children are told to listen carefully. 
After the record has been played, the teacher en­
courages comments from the children about the record. 
U. 
THE LISTENING UNITS BI GRADES 
I. Gain knowledge of Indian Music 
A. °hant of the Eagle Dance 
B. Pueblo Lullaby 
C. Shawnee Indian Hunting Dance - Skilton 
CORRELATE WITH OTHER SUBJECTS 
I. Read stories from: 
A. Wigwam Stories by Judd 
B. How the Indians Lived by Dearborn 
The result of the unit will give to children an appreciation of the Indian 
background tbrougi the contribution of the Indian to music and an appreciation 
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of Indian tribal music as well as a knowledge of how it 
came to be written. 
Such a unit is of particular value for the first, second, third, and 
fourth grades. 
E. CREATIVE ACTIVITIES 
It is important and possible for children to do some fine 
creative work. Children are creating when they sing a song beautifully, 
especially children in the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades. However, 
very gm*»1 "I children are free in making up their own songs. They often 
hum their tones while playing. 
The children in Fidelity are familiar with rhythm and melodic 
They are trying to develop all into one through creative patterns. 
activities. 
In composing songs the teacher sings all but the last word of 
each line of a familiar song. The children supply the last words or 
notes. The following creative activity is carried on in class: 
Teacher: lhat is the person's name sitting by you? 
Pupil: His name is Terranee Ouillory. 
Pupils: He lives in a house by the road, and is a 
friend of Hilda's. 
From this poem many of the children composed several melodies. Out of 
fifty—seven such compositions, thirty-three of the melodies were pleasing 
to the ear. The other melodies were poor in rhythm, making the melodies 
uninteresting. The poor examples were returned to the children, and they 
were given several songs to write in music in order to improve their 
work. 
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Children learn to create music by learning to love it. 
Creative work is not confined to certain grades or age levels in the 
school; of course the age,maturity, and background of the children are 
not ignored. 
In this particular school work, the children compose melodies 
of their own. This work is done by children in the upper grades. The 
children are taught just how to set poems from their English classes to 
music. They use their knowledge and skill in creating very effectively. 
The creative work consists of special occasions, special days, and the 
seasons of the year. 
The small children in the lower grades compose melodies from 
special occasions also, from pictures and of poems from their reading 
After the melodies are completed, three of thefhrases are played books. 
The writer plays the melodies before the class, not to 
These 
on the piano. 
be criticized but to encourage the children in their work, 
children are taught to compose melodies in class and not outside the 
class room. 
As soon as the older children compose and complete melodies 
The idea of teaching they use them for class discussion and criticism, 
creative work is to stimulate children to create appropriate and expres­
sive melodies and to suggest to them the possibility and pleasure of 
doing so. 
The growth of creative activities in Fidelity School becomes 
more significant and attractive to pupils than any other experience in 
The creative activities are more easily observed the school curriculum. 
in young children when they first enter school. 
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Ahe children in this school have an abundant opportunity for 
creative activities in music* Therefore the music program of Fidelity 
School cannot turn aside from the challenge here set forth* 
In the creative class children form habits of originality, 
independent thinking, and independent interpretations instead of ac­
cepting and repeating the ideas and conceptions of other pupils in the 
class* 
The children are fortunate in having an attractive music room, 
far just outside the -windows are shrubs which have sweet blossoms and 
bright berries. These attract the bees and birds. Often the children 
pause in their class and compose sentences about the shrubs and bees; 
then they set those sentences to music. It is interesting to read and 
hear the simple melodies written in class. Thompson states that* 
Teachers who stress creative activities by 
their pupils are not merely building more satisfy­
ing individual lives for their pupils; they are 
strengthening the foundations on which alone may be 
built a fairer, happier, more wholesome structure of 
life. 1 
From the class work children learn to enjoy richly the best 
things of life during their school years. They enjoy one another's com­
panionship and the efforts of their fellows in the music class. 
The writer must help the children to see the possibilities of 
expressing their feelings and ideas in different ways, by commending 
the efforts of each child and the progress he has made, even though 
the improvements might be slight. 
1 Carl Thompson, Keys toTeaching Elementary School Music, 
Paul A Schmitt Music Company, 19^91 Pp. 78—79. 
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These are the steps taken in teaching song writing» 
1. The children choose a poem, especially one they are 
fond of. 
2. They read the poem until the words are swinging. 
3» The children tap out the beat while the teacher 
reads the poem. 
U* They compose a tune which they approach line by line. 
5o They jhrase the song with arm motions. 
6. Through feeling for accents the class tells if the 
song swings in twos, threes, or fours. 
The writer encourages the pupils to make illustrations of 
their songs. As a result of the above steps, the children are instructed 
to make up their tunes outside of school. A song which is entirely their 
own, with their own words and music, must mean a great deal of satisfac­
tion. 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
The specific objectives are: 
1. To give children the opportunity of developing creativity, 
imagination, poise, co-ordination, good social habits, and the 
joy to be derived from creating. 
2. To increase skill in reading, interpreting, and understanding 
music. 
3. To increase the musicianship of the children through the notating 
of their melodies. 
U. To give the children the opportunity to develop their musical 
imagination through creative activities such as writing songs and 
operettas, construction of instruments, folk dances, and rhythm. 
Mursell states: 
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We talk about education dealing with the whole 
of human nature, but we tend to treat children 
ae though they were disembodied intelligences. 
How can an education which does not concern it­
self with the body pretend to appeal to the en­
tire personality? 1 
F. INSTRUMENTAL ACTIVITIES 
Within the last few years there has been a decided growth 
in the interest in and use of melodic instruments which are simple 
enough to give children an opportunity to play tunes almost immediately 
and require no skill. Such instruments make the child feel that music 
is fun, and natural, and he doesn't hare to have music lessons before 
he can play. 
Fran the fourth grade upward, the autoharp can be used by 
the children themselves to play an accompaniement to their singing. 
This instrument is easy to play, it 
creates interest and provides participation for poor singers, and it 
It 
teaches rhythm and maintains pitch. 
makes better team work by class co-operation. 
The children do not need to know anything of the chords, but 
In so many places this instrument they must have a good ear for music. 
is used by the class room teachers who are not able to play piano ac-
The autoharp is used and enjoyed by children in the inter-companiments. 
mediate grades. Such instruments are equipped to make tonic, dominant, 
As a result of learning to and sub dominant chords in two different keys. 
play this instrument in the class, several pupils were able to play in 
the Spring Festival last year. 
^ James Mursell, Music in the American School, Neil A. Kjos 
Music Company, 19U9. P. 18B7 
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The song flute makes real music also. It plays in the key 
This instrument trains the ear and, while doing so, makes en-of C. 
joyment for the player. After the children learned to play the in­
strument in unison, there was very little time before they were 
playing two-part numbers. Every song was played by the children on 
this instrument. The writer is very happy to see such progress. This 
instrument was purchased for fifty cents, and every member in the class 
purchased his own. 
The xylophone was not so easy to play as the song flute or 
The instructions for the xylophone's playing were similar the autoharp. 
to those for the playing of the piano. Some of the children were able 
to study the instrument and got a great deal of fun out of playing itj 
they knew that they could play the piano after learning the xylophone. 
As a result of this instrumental study the group formed a 
small ensemble. The ensemble was composed of the autoharp, song flute, 
and the xylophone. Together the instruments made beautiful music, and 
the performers played two numbers on the Festival Programs "Country 
Gardens" by Grainer, and the Christmas carol, "Jingle Bells." 
The ensemble's playing was not prepared for public performance 
but merely for the joy of performing. In learning to play the instru­
ments, the children had to work together. During the class period the 
children learned from one another. They were eager to improve, and a 
healthy rivalry to see who could make the most progress spurred them on 
to accomplishment. 
The writer adds with satisfaction that the teaching of the 
flute, xylophone, autoharp, and the piano ha3 encouraged the parents 
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to give their children private music lessons* As a result, Fidelity 
Elementary School will have a band. The band will add much interest 
to the school and the community. 
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OBJECTIVE TEST 
Briefly, the test included: 
1. Recognition of Intervals learned in playing instruments by 
ear training, Example 1-8-5, 1-3-5, 8-1, 1-2-3-U. 
2« Playing from notation rhythmic patterns on drums and tonal 
blocks. Kinds of nots used were quarter, half, and whole 
notes. 
3. Identification of methods used during listening period. 
U. Reading from staff notation. 
The writer felt the need of some kind of objective test 
which would indicate what incident learning of skills and techniques 
had taken place in the program on an informal approach, 
of the melodies were unfamiliar to some of the children, requiring 
them to do some real thinking. 
One or two 
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TEST 




The compositions played (in whole or part) werei 
D. Battle Hymn of the Republic 
E. Afternoon of a Faun 
A. Down in a Coal Mine 
B. Anitra's Dance from the 
Peer Gynt Suite 
C. Star Spangled Banner 
F. Minuet in G 
The result showed definitely that skill and technique do 
emerge from experience as tools for expression. They are an accompani­
ment to the learning process, when that learning has meaning to a 
child, and they are easily grasped when they are learned functionally. 
This was a test of the children's attitude toward music. 
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V. SUMMARY 
The "writer has attempted to show that the anisic program 
in 1he Fidelity Elementary School is showing a definite standard of 
achievement for children of all grade levels. 
This school does not overlook the value and importance of 
a rich and challenging environment in which to work in music. The 
writer needed opportunity and more material with which children may 
experiment, manipulate, and organize their musical experiences. 
Children will learn much mare through inference and experience than 
by any actual instructions from the teacher. 
Many of the children, especially those who have not already 
developed keen Interests in music, do not see the possibilities of work­
ing in that field unless they are constantly stimulated by a musical 
environment. 
The basis upon which the writer believes the music program 
should operate is that music is the natural heritage of every child, 
regardless of his talent far it, and that the school's business is to 
offer opportunities for every child to participate in many phases of 
music. The writer does not neglect the talented youngsters, but does 
all she can to challenge their interests and abilities. 
The writer's aim is to continually foster the joy and satis­
faction which come with participation in music, and through the guidai ce 
of her principal, to see to it that the learning situation which brings 
about that joy and satisfaction will challenge the children to worx 
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The music program in Fidelity Elementary School was de­
signed to meet the needs of children so that they would have as 
great a variety of experiences in music as possible and as many 
musical activities as could be provided for them. 
The music classes in this school were concerned with the 
develoment of the whole child, the active, growing, thinking and 
emotional child. In the program steps were made to make the music 
experience vital to the child. Through the program there were op­
portunities made to develop newly discovered interests and latent 
talents. 
As a result of the program the pupils are able to cooperate 
with the teachers of the core courses for the enrichment which music 
core gives to its courses. 
The writer agrees with Dr. Mursell who sayst 
Just in proportion as music is apprehended 
as a significant type of human experience, which 
all can enjoy, and which all can actually par­
ticipate in, does it become possible to avoid 
artistic standards, and to substitute true ones. 
In adding to the interest of the music program of Fidelity 
Elementary School, the children of the sixth, seventh, and eighth 
grades show their appreciation for music by keeping the bulletin 
1 
James Mursell, Human Values in Music Education, Silver 
Burdett Company, 193U. P» 302. 
la 
board supplied with various music events during the school term* The 
clippings were taken from newspapers and magazines. A different 
child was appointed from each class every week to post n ews on the 
board* 
Music should be taught in all grade schools, and it should 
be drilled into the children in such fashion that any music question 
or problems arising in the years to come can be answered correctly. 
Our program, according to the evaluation of persons who saw 
its relationship to the entire school and its basic philosophy, ranked 
high in the values the writer outlined at the beginning of this chap­
ter* 
There was considerable evidence of changed attitude toward 
music on the part of many students, showing a pronounced desire to use 
music as a means of personal enjoyment* 
The principal has helped in the advancement of the music pro­
gram in Fidelity Elementary School in securing instruments needed in the 
There has been much improvement made in the school, and one of program. 
the improvements has made music available to every pupil in the school. 
The writer believes that the music foundation should be placed 
in the elementary school grades in order that maximum results from music 
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